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Forward Operating Base Jackson, Sangin, Afghanistan.
100km NW of Kandahar.
FOB Jackson is located in the
Helmand Province and is home
to a British Battle group HQ and
a small contingent of Australian
SAS and engineers.
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A view of Sangin from a
lookout tower at FOB
Jackson

It was barely mid‐morning and already the heat was unbearable.
Pharmacy Road, the main resupply route for the FOB was blocked
by a blown‐up “jingo truck” which needed to be cleared if the road
was to be used. Pharmacy Road ran through the village Sangin, from
Jackson FOB at one end to PB Wishtan at the other end. The road
was deserted; no one was stupid enough to walk down it. Fifteen
foot high mud walls lined the street providing ample cover for a
resourceful and persistent enemy intent on killing coalition troops
and anyone else helping the western invading force.

Looking for IEDs was never a lot of fun. Finding them accidently was fatal

FOB Jackson is located in a braided river valley in the Helmand
Province. Jackson was home to a British Battlegroup HQ and a small
contingent of Australian SAS and engineers. The area around the
FOB and river next to it was called the “Green Zone,” more often
referred to as the Opium Zone. During season, the area was covered
with colourful poppies. Since the withdrawal of a large number of
coalition troops, the poppy trade had mushroomed. The money
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from the growing drug sales flowed back into Sangin to buy lots of
stuff, including fertilizer. The fertilizer was used to help grow more
poppies by making bombs to blow up poppy killing coalition forces.
The Afghan warlords and Taliban were then able to produce more
opium, get more money and make more bombs and grow more
opium... the result was Sangin had become an ATM and weapons
bazaar for the enemy.

Searching for and disarming IEDs in Sangin

Most of the fatalities to the British and Australian units were
caused by fertilizer bombs. The decision to withdraw forces early
had left those remaining behind dangerously vulnerable. And as the
over stretched forces withdrew from more and more territory, an
emboldened Taliban quickly filled the vacuum. The US Political
leadership publicly announcing its withdrawal plans in great detail
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didn’t help and was just plain dumb. The Taliban didn’t need much
in the way of intelligence gathering; they just needed to watch CNN.
Locals fearful for their future now took direction from the
Taliban, they had no choice – there would soon be no coalition
forces to protect them, the American President had made that clear
– he wanted out of there at any cost. The new paradigm had created
a lethal environment in which locals who might have been trusted
otherwise, had for very practical reasons of survival given their
loyalties to the Taliban ‐ who were there to stay. For the soldiers of
FOB Jackson, this meant clearing Pharmacy road would be no easy
task. Pharmacy Road was a dangerous place to be, a killing zone
repeatedly visited by the Taliban.
The security situation had deteriorated to the point where
bombs were being planted in broad daylight and the enemy openly
chiselled small firing holes through the fifteen‐foot walls lining the
street, launching bullets down the tight spaces and alleyways.
These mud walls far from being flimsy could stop 30mm cannons
fired from the air. You could drop a 500lb bomb into the middle of a
compound and the walls would still be standing.
It was through one of these chiselled firing holes a notorious
Taliban hit man surveyed the street, waiting for the inevitable EOD
team and its security attachment to arrive. He was sure his target
would be among them. Twenty minutes later it did.
The bombs had been planted on the road the previous night to
draw the coalition troops into his kill zone. His target now stood
approximately 250 meters away with his back to him, a relatively
easy shot. Killing him would be easy, but it was his exit strategy that
concerned him the most. This would be his eighth kill. Three of his
victims had been army sharpshooters, including one killed by a
single bullet between the eyes. Last month he had picked off a
British sniper who was specifically on the hunt for him. The others
were British marines he had stalked for days on end waiting for just
the right moment. Now was just one of those moments.
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Pharmacy Road is lined by thick mud walls capable of enclosing a 500LB bomb blast

Unlike his many Taliban brothers, the sniper did not resort to
spray‐and‐pray Kalashnikov tactics. Instead he came from a long‐
hallowed Afghan tradition of long‐range aimed fire and used a .303
calibre (7.7×56mm) bolt‐action rifle which had served the British
Empire as far back as 1895. It was ideal for the task and already had
many notches engraved on its stock. He was about to add another.
Despite the ease of the shot he took his time, rehearsing the
same procedures he had been trained with which had been so
successful to date. After making some small adjustments to his
scope he laid the reticule on the back of the targets neck. Unlike the
others this target had a considerable bounty on his head.
After a few moments he took up the slack on the trigger. He
could see the target was talking animatedly to one of his comrades.
He would take the shot and then immediately hand the weapon to
the woman behind him to conceal beneath her Burqa. He squeezed
the trigger.
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The target, Captain Mick Hamilton was studying a map in his
hands when the other man he was speaking to pointed to
something on the ground. Hamilton automatically bent over to
examine it, a piece of suspicious looking wire protruding from the
dust. He heard the sickening thud of a round strike the other man in
the head. The SAS officer acted instinctively. He knew the man he
had been speaking just a few breaths beforehand was dead and
there was nothing he could do for him. He also knew where the
shooter had fired from because he had felt the round sting the top
of his when it passed. A quick correlation between that and the
point of impact placed it up the road, north from where he stood.
He took one last look at the other man before running in the
direction of the sniper.

Short magazine Lee‐Enfield Sniper rifle

The Taliban hit‐man cursed his bad luck at missing his target.
This surprise was quickly replaced by alarm as the target now
raced toward him. He coolly chambered another round trying to get
a fix on the rapidly moving figure that dodged and weaved its way
down the street. The soldier was like a man possessed, running
without support over a mine strewn road toward an unknown
enemy that he must have known was laying in wait. This is not
what the Taliban sniper had expected.
Once again he squeezed the trigger. His target was instantly
thrown backward. The sniper was just about to congratulate
himself when the target was back on his feet again and in full flight,
it reminded him of the Terminator movie and the unstoppable
metal morphing officer Smith.
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Hamilton didn’t feel like Officer Smith in the Terminator, he felt
more like he had been run over by a tank. The round had hit him
square in the middle of his frontal body armour smashing into his
chest and completely knocking the wind out of him. He almost
passed out from the pain, but he now knew exactly where the
sniper was, the muzzle flash giving away his position.
Hamilton carried an M4 carbine with an under slung M203
grenade launcher. He had already loaded a round into the breach
and now fired it over the wall into the snipers location, close to
where he thought the shooter was hiding.
The Taliban sniper wasn’t waiting to see what Hamilton did
next and fired again. The round hit Hamilton’s carbine smashing the
breech block, ricocheting off and slicing through part of his
shoulder. Hamilton winced, dropped the now useless M4 and pulled
his Browning GP‐35 from its holster to fire through the hole in the
wall. The 40mm M406 antipersonnel round he had fired moments
before had landed in the middle of the compound killing the woman
instantly and showering the sniper with rocks and stone.
The sniper instinctively ducked from the explosion just as 9mm
Parabellum rounds from Hamilton’s hand gun sprayed mud and
brick through his firing hole.
Hamilton unloaded the full 13 round‐clip through the hole,
dropped the Browning and using an old wooden cart parked
against the compound wall to vault over it. He landed squarely on
the other side with his pup knife in hand. The Taliban sniper had
barely registered the Australian Soldier standing over him before
he felt the blade of his knife slice across his throat. He grasped the
gaping wound in futility, blood squirting between his fingers
splashing onto the white powdery dust that covered the ground
around him. He tried to speak but could only gurgle as blood
flooded his lungs. Propped up against the wall, it took a few minutes
for him to die; all the while the Australian stared at him, his face
contorted with rage and eyes full of hate.
Watching the Taliban sniper die so slowly gave the Australian
SAS officer no pleasure, but he was not about to make it any easier
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for him. The man had just killed his brother; there was no joy in any
of this, just pain and vengeance.
The dead Sniper was a legend among the Taliban, especially the
Haqqani network who had trained him. News of his death quickly
made its way back to its leadership. Maulvi Haqqani personally
broke the news to the group’s greatest warrior and spiritual leader
bin Mohammed bin wali al‐Haqq. Al‐Haqq was the dead snipers
mentor and trainer; the two men had developed a strong bond.
“Do we know who killed him?” He asked Haqqani.
“The one you had sent him to kill, Hamilton...or Hammer as I
believe some call him. He cut the throat of our brother and let him
bleed to death.”
The Muslim cleric bristled on hearing the name. “This pig must
die.”
Haqqani nodded. They would lay a trap, this man had killed far
too many of them to leave alone – he was without peer.
The meeting between Haqqani and al‐Haqq was held in a small
mud building just east of the Afghanistan, Pakistan border near
Dung Gushten. Both men were tier one on the International
Security Assistance Force's Joint Prioritized Effects List ‐‐ its "kill or
capture" list. Any hint of their presence would have warranted a
Predator strike and cross border incursion to capture them. Aware
of the ever present threat, they made their plans quickly before
parting ways and melting into the wild alpine border region.
Al‐Haqq might have been amused to consider that he and his
mortal enemy Mick ‘Hammer’ Hamilton had two things in common.
The first is they both had rewards on their heads. The second is
they were both hunting each other. Al‐Haqq had even been given a
code name, Rasputin. When Hamilton had learned that it was al‐
Haqq who had ordered the hit, and was the teacher and mentor of
his brother’s killer; he had sworn to hunt him down and kill him.
The day of reckoning was coming.
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KABUL, AFGHANISTAN. ADF National Command Element
Three months later
“How did Hammer get his name?” the reporter asked.
Captain Nick Jansen RAN mused a little. Surprisingly he stopped
what he was doing and a smile flashed across his face.
The reporter, ABC correspondent Natasha Braithewaite caught
the expression. “Is it funny, like one of those rude nicknames they
pick up after a big night on the town?” She thought she was onto
something.
It was a funny story alright Jansen thought, but he didn’t think
the reporter would really understand the funny side. “You would
have to ask Hammer.” He said, he wasn’t about to tell her. It had just
been three months since he had lost his brother.
“I get a feeling Hammer isn’t about to tell me.”
“Well maybe his brother then.” Jansen said
“Brother?” She thought he had been killed, was Jansen being a
smart ass?
Jansen was surprised, she didn’t know. “He has another brother,
currently flying with an air group on the USS Ronald Reagan in the
Gulf.”
Braithewaite flushed, she should have known that, but she had
been in Pakistan for weeks on another story. Despite that bad slip
she decided she had to meet this ‘Hammer’ guy. He had lost one
brother shot dead in front of him, had another fighting a war in the
air over this crap hell hole and was now chasing his nemeses in a
deadly blood feud. What a great story. “What exactly is this other
brother doing at the moment?”
Nick Jansen looked at the young woman. In addition to good
looks she was also relentless; he wondered what Hammer would
make of her.
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Yep…this had a lot to do with poppies and the Taliban drug trade

Covering the EOD team near FOBCopyright
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